SalvationDATA is widely known as the famous data recovery and digital forensics solution provider among the world. In 2013, SalvationDATA has established its wholly owned subsidiary Sichuan Masterpiece Technology LLC which is a leading manufacturer for computer forensics laboratory equipment. With the ambition to provide intelligent software with fantastic hardware, SalvationDATA focuses on providing reliable and unique digital forensics laboratory solution in furniture design, proprietary work space, acoustics and electricity control, as well as security. All the equipment are compatible with SalvationDATA software as DRS, VIP, SPF etc.
INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE WITH FANTASTIC HARDWARE

Data Recovery Zone
Recover the deleted, lost and overwritten data in a forensically sound manner.

Clean Room

Mobile/Chip Digital Forensics Zone
Acquire, analyze the data stored in the Mobile/Chip, etc.

Signal Shielding Zone

Analysis Zone
Data acquisition (remotely), solidification, extraction, imitation, analysis and inspection appraisal, etc.

Storage Medium Repair Zone
To repair the storage medium.

IT Room

Disassembly Table
To keep the evidence materials and investigation files, etc.

Medium Storage Zone

Report Zone
Generate a report according to the record.

Case Discussion Zone
To discuss, analyze the case and show evidence, etc.

Pre-Diagnosis
To block writing, conduct deep diagnosis and generate the pre-diagnosis report.

Cloud Forensics Analysis Zone
To upload, retrieve, analyze and manage data, etc.

Laboratory Design by SalvationDATA
To customize lab design or check more lab equipment, please contact SalvationDATA sales team.
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